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Performance Differences Performance Differences 

between Expert and between Expert and 
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Sport & Exercise PsychologySport & Exercise Psychology

•• Exercise PsychologyExercise Psychology

•• Sport PsychologySport Psychology

•• Rehabilitation PsychologyRehabilitation Psychology

(Rejeski & Brawley, 1988)
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Sport PerformanceSport Performance

1. 1. LearningLearning

2. 2. ControlControl

3. 3. PerformancePerformance
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Concentration and Optimal Concentration and Optimal 
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What Is Concentration?
Key

Concentration = 

Attention.



What Is Concentration?
Concentration

The mental effort placed on sensory or 

mental events. It is the person’s ability 

to exert deliberate mental effort on 

what is most important in a given 

situation.



What Is Concentration?
Four components of concentration

• Focusing on relevant environment cues: Selective 

attention: selecting what cues to attend to and 

disregard

• Maintaining attentional focus

• Situation awareness: The ability to understand 

what is going on around oneself (to size up a 

situation)

• Shifting attentional focus when necessary



Concentration and Optimal 

Performance

Elite athlete peak performance is associated 

with

• being absorbed in the present and having 

no thoughts about past or future,
• being mentally relaxed and having a high 

degree of concentration and control, and
• being in a state of extraordinary awareness 

of both the body and the external 
environment.



Differences Between Experts and Differences Between Experts and 

Novices inNovices in AttentionalAttentional ProcessingProcessing

ExpertsExperts as compared to as compared to novicenovice performersperformers

make faster decisions and better anticipate future make faster decisions and better anticipate future 

events,events,

attend more to movement patterns,attend more to movement patterns,

search more systematically for cues,search more systematically for cues,

selectively attend to the structure inherent in selectively attend to the structure inherent in 

sport, andsport, and

are more skillful in predicting ball flight patterns.are more skillful in predicting ball flight patterns.



Concentration and Optimal 

Performance

Focus on only the relevant cues in the athletic 
environment and eliminate distractions.

The ability to automatically process or 
execute movements is critical in performance 

environments.



Four Types ofFour Types of AttentionalAttentional FocusFocus



Choking As anChoking As an AttentionalAttentional ProblemProblem

Choking is anChoking is an attentionalattentional process that leads to process that leads to 

impaired performance and the inability to retain impaired performance and the inability to retain 

control over performance without outside control over performance without outside 

assistance.assistance.

Choking is characterized by performersChoking is characterized by performers’’ exhibiting exhibiting 

conscious stepconscious step--byby--step execution of skills and a step execution of skills and a 

breakdown of automated movement patterns.breakdown of automated movement patterns.



Inattentional blindnessInattentional blindness

非注意盲非注意盲非注意盲非注意盲视视视视非注意盲非注意盲非注意盲非注意盲视视视视

Also known as Also known as perceptual perceptual 
blindnessblindness, is the phenomenon , is the phenomenon 
of not being able to see things of not being able to see things 
that are actually there.that are actually there.

Athletes?Athletes?




